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Fuelwood Cutting on the Lincoln National Forest
We hope you enjoy your wood gathering experience. The fuelwood season on the Lincoln National
Forest is year round and offers a number of fuelwood species to choose from. This Fuelwood Guide
outlines where to purchase fuelwood permits, what you need in your possession for fuelwood
harvesting, directions and maps of fuelwood areas and guidelines to help make your fuelwood gathering
a responsible and safe experience.

Locations for purchasing a permit
There are four staffed offices across the Lincoln National Forest were permits may be obtained. The
offices are the Supervisors Office in Alamogordo NM, Smokey Bear Ranger District Office, Sacramento
Ranger District Office and the Guadalupe Ranger District Office. The District Phone numbers and
addresses are provided below.
Forest Supervisor's Office
3463 Las Palomas Rd
Alamogordo, NM 88310
Phone: (575) 434-7200
Hearing or Speech Impaired dial 711

Sacramento Ranger District
P.O. Box 288
4 Lost Lodge Road
Cloudcroft, NM 88317
Phone: (575) 682-2551

Smokey Bear Ranger District

Guadalupe Ranger District
5203 Buena Vista Dr.
Carlsbad, NM 88220
Phone: (575) 885-4181

901 Mechem
Ruidoso, NM 88345
Phone: (575) 257-4095

For any questions about purchasing a fuelwood permit or to find out what fuelwood opportunities are
available at each district ask the district’s front desk customer service representative or you can also
refer to page 9 & 10 of this fuelwood guide.

What Documentation Do I Need When Cutting and Harvesting Fuelwood From the
Lincoln National Forest?
To cut and transport fuelwood from the Lincoln National Forest, you must have




This fuelwood guide with the cutting and transporting instructions and maps;
The Forest Products Permit issued to the permittee; and
The fuelwood removal tags given with that permit.

Without ALL of these, you are illegally taking fuelwood which can result in the loss of your permit, loss of
any wood you have cut, up to a $5,000 ﬁne, and 6 months in jail.
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Cutting and Transporting Instructions
Although this permit expires at year end, Harvesting areas change frequently. If
you have possessed this permit for a length of time contact the nearest District
Office for up to date information on the open fuelwood areas. Cutting in closed
fuelwood areas may result in a fine.
Warning! This permit is not transferable. The information from this Fuelwood Guide and this permit can
only be used on forest lands within the Lincoln National Forest. By signing this permit, the permittee
hereby consents to being stopped and inspected by any forest officer, County Sheriff, State Police
Officer, Federal law enforcement officer or any official of the New Mexico Department of Forestry while
cutting, possessing, or transporting fuelwood. Vehicles and power saws are subject to inspection by
forest officers. Failure to allow inspections shall cause the Forest Service agency to cancel the permit. All
power saw mufflers shall be operable and equipped with an approved spark arrester with a screen size
no larger than 0.023 inch. All vehicles shall be equipped with approved mufflers or spark arresters.

How Much Fuelwood Can I Harvest?
There is a forest wide limit of 12 cords per calendar year. Dead, free use, and green fuelwood permits
are included as part of the 12 cord limit per calendar year.

How Can I Cut and Transport Fuelwood Responsibly and Safely Once I Have My
Permit?
Once you have selected and purchased a fuelwood permit of your choice you must follow the cutting
and transporting instructions provided below.
1. Keep this Fuelwood Guide on hand when cutting or transporting fuelwood from the
Lincoln National Forest and Area Maps. This Fuelwood Guide contains cutting and
transporting instructions that need to be known and followed in order to comply with federal
regulations. Always read this Fuelwood Guide, the Area Maps, the Permit and the Load Removal
Tags before cutting. Attached to the fuelwood guide are the fuelwood area maps.
2. Always have a printed copy of the purchased permit. The permit is a contract between
you and the Forest Service. This contract states what fuelwood products you will be cutting and
how much you will be harvesting.
3. You also must possess the Load Removal Tags. The load removal tags are given to the
permit buyer at the time that permit is purchased. Load removal tag numbers must match the
numbers printed on the permit. The load removal tags account for the fuelwood that you are
harvesting. Before leaving the fuelwood harvesting area, you must completely fill out the load
removal tags and attach the load tags to the rear of the load. Mark the date of removal by
cutting a notch or punching a hole into the load tag. Individual load removal tags may not be
used more than once.

To properly tag your load remember:
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Separate - Separate each 1/4 cord tag from the other removal tags.
Notch - Notch out the month and the day on each 1/4 cord tag.
Attach - Attach each 1/4 cord tag to your load where it is visible from the road.

This 1/4 cord tag has been properly
separated and notched for May
5th. It is now ready to attach
to your load.

4. Make sure to tag your load with the correct amount and appropriate type of wood (DEAD
and/or GREEN). There is a set of instructions to
follow when determining how many load removal
tags you need on your load. These instructions are
provided below.

How Much Wood Do I Have?
You’ve been cutting most of the day, and your truck or trailer is now loaded with fuelwood. So, how
much wood do you actually have? Here are some guidelines to help you get the amount of wood you
paid for.


A 1/4-ton small pickup truck will hold 1/4 cord of wood when the load is piled up above the bed
of the truck.



A 1/2-ton pickup with a short bed, or a step-side bed, will also hold 1/4 cord of wood when it is
loaded to the top of the bed. All of these loads would require one 1/4-cord tag separated,
notched, and attached to the load.



On average, a full bed pickup truck holds 1/2 cord of firewood when it is filled to the top of the
bed. This load would require two 1/4-cord tags separated, notched, and attached to the load.



A full bed truck with rails will hold 1 cord of wood when it is loaded level with the roof of the
truck from the cab to the tailgate. This load would require four 1/4-cord tags separated,
notched, and attached to the load.
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5. Use the Diameter String provided to stay within the Fuelwood Diameter Limits.

(Diameter limits shown on page 7 & 8).
A diameter string will be provided when purchasing a fuelwood
permit in order to provide direction on the largest diameter that can
be harvested. The string has a length of 56.5 inches long. This 56.5
inch string will reveal a diameter of 18 inches when enclosing knot
to knot. This string is most applicable with the dead standing permit.
Green standing areas are most likely to mark the leave trees in
orange paint and all other trees can be cut. There is no diameter
limit when cutting dead and down.

6. Do not drive when damage to soil or roads may occur. Operate vehicles only when
ground is dry enough to prevent rutting greater than 3 inches in depth.
7. Secure Your Load. Before traveling on a Forest Roads, County Roads, City Roads, State, US
Highway you must tie down your load with ratcheting straps, pull straps or even rope. It is
mandated by the New Mexico State Police that all vehicles carrying a payload must be secured.

8. Keep Informed on Fire Precautions and Red Flag warnings.
During the fire season, usually from April 1 through
November 30, time and/or cutting restrictions may
be imposed on this permit. Between these dates, it is
the permittee’s responsibility to become informed of Fire Warnings
current fire danger, warnings and corresponding
restrictions. Be aware that a Red Flag Warning may
be in affect while a posted fire danger is rated as low,
moderate, high, very high or extreme. Cutting
Restrictions will be imposed when Red Flag Warnings
are in affect. It is suggested that the permittee
contact the appropriate district office for current
information. For Fire warning across the Lincoln
National Forest Visit www.weather.gov. A general
description of the applicable fire precaution schedule Red Flag Warning
follows:

Table 1 1 Fire Precaution
Schedule
Posted Fire
Danger

Action
Description

Low to
Moderate

Normal fire
precautions.

High, Very
High and
Extreme

Contact district
prior to cutting
for possible area
closures and
permit
restrictions

Under any
fire danger

No Cutting
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9. Take Precautions when cutting next to roads.
Make sure to have orang traffic cones, orange traffic
triangles, orange flagging or traffic signs in place when
cutting immediately off of roads to let others know
that you are working in the area.

Additional Questions
What Roads Can I Use?
The Lincoln National Forest has published its Motor Vehicle Use Map (MVUM) which triggers the
implementation of the travel management plan. The travel management plan designates a system of
roads, trails, and areas open to the public for motor vehicle use. All permit holders are responsible for
adhering to the MVUM and any directions for motorized uses provided in the Firewood guide.

What is My Comfort Level?
All fuelwood areas are in natural forest terrain with no modiﬁcations for handicap accessibility. Make
sure that you know your limits and work within your abilities. Fuelwood cutting can be fun, but it is also
hard work. Be sure that you and your equipment are in good working condition. ALL SAWS MUST HAVE
A SPARK ARRESTER INSTALLED.

Can I get a Refund?
All Fuelwood gathering may be subject to closure due to weather, fire conditions or any other
unforeseen circumstance.
Bad weather, fire closures, or court-imposed injunctions are not grounds for permit refunds or
extension of permit.
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What Types of Fuelwood Permits Can Be Purchased
GREEN STANDING FUELWOOD PERMIT
For a Green Fuelwood Permit, the product designation species listed on the permit will be “Combined
Softwood.” The softwoods available for this permit are Pinyon and Juniper. Refer to the designated
fuelwood area map for specific information.


You may cut and remove live, green trees only from within the designated green
fuelwood cutting areas that are designated by the District. A valid Green
Fuelwood Permit must be in the possession of the permittee if live, green trees
have been cut and removed from the forest. It is the permittee’s responsibility
to ensure that live, green trees are cut and removed only from the designated
green fuelwood cutting areas.



Specific cutting areas will be laid out with blue flagging designating the
fuelwood boundary or with three orange stripes painted on the trees facing into
the unit. The district will notify you if this is the case and depending on the type
of treatment being applied, trees not to be cut will be marked in orange paint.
Other cutting areas may have trees to be cut marked in blue.



Trees tagged as wildlife trees, bearing trees, or with transect location signs shall
not be cut.



Hardwoods such as aspen, cottonwood, oak, maple, and walnut shall not be cut.



It is the permittee’s responsibility to be sure that live, green trees cut are the
correct species and size. With this permit you can only cut and remove pinyon
with a DRC (Diameter at Root Collar see image 1. to the Right) of 14 inches and
below. You can only cut and remove juniper
with a DRC of 18 inches and below.



Diameter at Root Collar is measured just off of
the ground line shown to the right.



To protect wildlife species and riparian habitat,
no cutting is permitted within 100 feet from the
center of any stream.



Fell trees only within your ability to do so safely.



Do not fell trees into roads, trails, trailheads, picnic areas or campgrounds
where people are congregated or likely to be during felling operations.



Do not fell trees onto fences, structures, or other improvements. You will be
held liable for any damages incurred.



Stumps shall be cut as low to the ground as is practical, and in no case higher
than 6 inches. Portions of wood that have been cut and not used (slash) shall be
cut and scattered to no more than 24 inches high off the ground.
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DEAD FUELWOOD PERMIT
Dead Fuelwood harvesting is permitted in designated fuelwood areas on Forest Service managed lands.
Dead Fuelwood includes these two types of permits, Dead & Down and Dead standing. NOT all three
districts are subject to both types of dead fuelwood permits. This guide outlines the permits available at
each district on page 6.

Dead & Down Fuelwood Harvesting:
Dead & Down fuelwood harvesting is open to all species and sizes of material that is both dead and
down on the ground.


This permit may be used 150 feet, From the Roads edge, along selected open
forest roads or designated dead and down fuelwood units. Most dead and down
fuelwood units are designated post vegetation treatment such as dozer push
piles, chainsaw thinning areas, and Timber sales.



Specific cutting areas will be laid out with blue flagging designating the
fuelwood boundary or with three orange stripes painted on the trees facing into
the unit. The district will notify you if this is the case and depending on the type
of treatment being applied, trees not to be cut will be marked in orange paint.
Other cutting areas may have trees to be cut marked in blue.

Dead Standing Fuelwood Harvesting:
Dead Standing Fuelwood harvesting is open to softwoods (pinon pine, ponderosa pine, juniper, fir, and
spruce). Hardwoods such as aspen, cottonwood, oak, maple, and walnut shall not be cut. A dead tree is
defined as one having no live branches, limbs, needles or leaves. You may not cut dead limbs from live
trees









Dead standing fuelwood harvesting is allowed 150 feet, from the road’s edge,
along selected open forest roads or designated dead standing fuelwood units.
It is the permittee’s responsibility to be sure
that dead standing trees cut are the correct
size. With this permit you can only cut and
remove dead standing trees with a DRC of 18
inches and below (Diameter at Root Collar see image to the right). Diameter at Root
Collar is measured just off of the ground line
Trees tagged as wildlife trees, bearing trees, or trees with transect location signs
shall not be cut.
Fell trees only within your ability to do so safely.
Do not fell trees into roads, trails, trailheads, picnic areas or campgrounds
where people are congregated or likely to be during felling operations.
Do not fell trees onto structures, fences, or other improvements. You will be
held liable for any damages incurred.
Stumps shall be cut as low to the ground as is practical, and in no case higher
than 6 inches. Portions of wood that have been cut and not used (slash) shall be
cut and scattered to no more than 24 inches high off the ground.
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To protect wildlife species and riparian habitat, no cutting is permitted within
100 feet from the center of any stream.
Do not cut any logs, log piles, or snags in active timber sale areas or where
posted with signs.
Live green trees may not be cut and removed from the Lincoln National Forest
with a Dead Fuelwood Permit.
Do not cross any locked gates. Do not cut on or otherwise enter into private land

Fuelwood Areas
Smokey Bear Ranger District
Personal Dead And Down
Personal Dead and Down permit allows
fuelwood harvesting 150 feet, From the Roads
edge, along selected open forest roads across
the district as well as designated dead and
down fuelwood units. All species and sizes of
material are available with this permit.

Personal Green Standing

The Personal Dead and Down designated units
are:

The Personal Green Standing designated units
are:



120A Dead and Down Unit

Personal Dead Standing
Fuelwood permit allows harvesting of all
softwoods including ponderosa pine, pinon
pine, juniper, fir and spruce up to an 18 inch
DRC. The dead standing permit can be used 150
feet, from the road’s edge, along selected open
forest roads across the district as well as
designated dead standing fuelwood units.
The selected open forest road PROHIBITED from
dead down and dead standing fuelwood are
shown on the Dead and Down/Dead Standing
Map or ask the front desk customer service
representative.

Green Standing fuelwood harvesting is allowed
on the Smokey Bear Ranger District in personal
green standing fuelwood units. Species
available Pinon Pine & Juniper





Baca Green Standing Unit
Maverick Green Standing Unit
Salazar Green Standing Unit

Refer to the Green Standing Maps
Fuelwood harvesting is prohibited in any area
posted as closed as well as the areas listed
below.
Smokey Bear Ranger District prohibited areas:
White Mt Wilderness, Capitan Mt Wilderness,
Ski Apache Recreation Area, Smokey Bear
Ranger Station, Capitan Work Center, Mesa
Barn, and Cora Dutton Commercial Fuelwood
Area, Baca Campground and roads designated
on the provided map.
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Sacramento Ranger District
Personal Dead And Down

Personal Green Standing

Personal Dead and Down permit along open
Forest Roads are made by request through the
Sacramento Ranger Station Office. Otherwise
this permit can only be used in designated dead
and down fuelwood units. All species available.

Green Fuelwood Harvesting is allowed on the
Sacramento Ranger District in personal green
standing fuelwood units. Species available
Pinon Pine & Juniper

The Personal Dead and Down designated units
are:





Alamo Peak
Railsplitter
Walker
228

Refer to the Sacramento R.D. Dead and Down
Area Maps

Personal Dead Standing

The Personal Green Standing designated units
are:


Buck

Refer to the Sacramento R.D. Green Standing
Area Map
Fuelwood harvesting is prohibited in any area
posted as closed as well as the areas listed
below
Sacramento Ranger District prohibited areas:
Sacramento Ranger Station, Mayhill Work
Center, and Sacramento Work Center

None Available

Guadalupe Ranger District
On the Guadalupe Ranger District you may harvest Dead and Down and green Standing off of any open
Forest Road up to 50 feet from the road’s edge. Species available Pinon Pine & Juniper
Fuelwood harvesting is prohibited in any area posted as closed as well as the areas listed below
Guadalupe Ranger District prohibited areas: Queen Work Center, Sitting Bull Falls, and Guadalupe
Escarpment Wilderness Study Area.

For on-line maps of the individual areas please click on the link below:
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/lincoln/passes-permits/?cid=stelprdb5175964
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